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One
“You will see. The streets are full of hair and chicken
bones. You can find them on the ground everywhere.”
After he says this, I start looking when I’m on the
street. The problem is that I only want to find hair.
I don’t care about chicken bones. The streets are full
of chicken shops and the internet says that Brits eat
2.2 million of the birds each day. I propose to myself that I plan journeys in the city, visits to different
markets and neighborhoods to try to find hair. In
the next week I arrange a schedule for myself, writing down a different market to go to on each day.
On the first of these days, I kill time until 4pm and
then look at my calendar to find the location of the
first market and to start the mission. For that day I
had written: “Brixton market”.
I walk around, looking at the ground with my back
curved and head down. My eyes are trying to trace any texture, color or material that is not grey
asphalt. As I’m walking without looking up, concentrated only the ground, I have the feeling that
I’m looking for money. I have a friend who, from
time to time, wakes up at 5am to go to the center of
Amsterdam and look for the profitable waste of the

hordes of tourists who will have taken to the streets
the night before.
But I cannot find any hair. The pavement is full of
colors but they are only plastics—plastic wrappers,
plastic packaging, plastic bags. They all have been
imported from different places, and they are all advertizing this fact. Brazil, India, Italy, Jamaica, Morocco, Spain. All the products are translated into
English, though they keep their original names below as some sort of record of the DNA they have
inside them: their universal translation. While my
eyes stay on the ground, I listen to the trades being
done around me. One arepa. Two pounds. Spinach
and tomatoes. Three pounds. One pan. Six pounds.
Broken English, but enough for trading. English is
a creole language made for trade, for commercial
situations in which you want to exchange products
without the necessity of constructing a full sentence. Say “Beer!” and you will have a beer on your table. You only need nouns. Like all creole languages,
it has plenty of nouns but is short in verbs. “Beer!”
Three pounds are placed on the counter.
Creole languages that are still considered and called
unanimously as such spread through European colonial plantation settlements in the 17th and 18th
centuries as a result of contact between groups that
spoke mutually unintelligible languages. At the
same time that trade languages were consolidating, commerce and what we call now globalization

were also being born. This new economy needed
a language that could circulate along with its new
products, ready for distribution, in the new era of
romanticism and consumerism.
The frustration of not having found hair on the
ground makes me imagine the perfect scene in
which I had found it, and I imagine how I would
like it to look. I have a clear picture in my head:
thick, wavy, brown. A big piece left on the concrete,
waiting for me. Or better yet, a huge tumbleweed
of hair, with hairs of all colors, all textures, all thicknesses—like a rainbow that has fallen from a random head.
At night I go to the cinema with two friends to see
Raw, a movie about a girl raised as a strict vegetarian
who goes to study at vet school. After being bullied
and forced into a series of tests imposed upon the
new students by the older ones, she finds herself
eating meat. Moreover, she discovers that she has a
desire to eat human meat. I spend the whole movie moving around in my seat, telling myself that
if another animal is shown being tortured, I will
leave the cinema and spit at their entrance. I know
I’m annoying everybody. The cinema has only three
rows of chairs and the projection is bright enough
that everyone can see each other’s faces. But I don’t
leave, I stay. The movie even ends up being funny,

and no more animals are harmed. Afterwards, we
feel our stomachs churning and we cannot imagine eating anything, but we feel like having a beer
to escape the cannibalistic society in which we had
spent the last few hours. We are in the center and
everything looks quite expensive, so we decide to
go to a chain-pub with cheap beers and we discuss
the movie. When I finish my first beer I go outside
to have a cigarette, breaking the conversation, and
while I’m outside smoking I observe a Pret a Manger employee throwing away the equivalent of three
full fridges of plastic-wrapped food—sandwiches,
pasta of the day, etc.—in big plastic garbage bags.
Three fridges or four giant plastic bags of readyto-eat food are tossed out, left to be picked up and
shipped somewhere else, while I finish my cigarette.
The next day, the image of the Pret a Manger employee throwing away all that plastic and food stays
in my mind, and I don’t feel like continuing the
route I’ve planned for myself on my calendar in an
attempt to try and find hair at a market. I feel fed
up of seeing plastic, cans and packed food. I realise
that I have been trying to plan a random encounter, the chance discovery of hair in the street, when
maybe these sorts of encounters can’t be planned.
Hair is a really intimate thing and deserves a better
introduction.

IPL
Two years ago I was walking around Barcelona and
realized that my whole neighborhood was full of
cosmetic centers offering hair removal. I walked
half of Balmes street—the street on which I was living—and encountered five such businesses. Then I
crossed to Enric Granados street, and I found three
more. I was almost home when I encountered the
last one. It had a blackboard outside, on which it
was written: “Full body for 100€”. It was Christmas
time and I had some money in my pocket, so I decided to go in and ask for an appointment. If they
had a free spot for the day after I would go and
have the “Full body for 100€” as a fun experiment.
If they didn’t have an appointment for the next day,
I would keep my money and my long, coarse hair.
The place made me very suspicious: it seemed empty, was painted half green and half yellow, and on
the shelves were a few cosmetic pots and lots of
toys and creepy teddy bears advertizing cosmetic
products.
One lady appeared from a door that was closed at
the end of the shop (shop?). She was wearing a medical gown but she looked more like a hairdresser
than a doctor. I asked her about the “Full body for
100€” and she explained me how it would work.
You normally have to buy a full package of several sessions, as with every session the laser slowly

weakens your hair, attacking the follicles until the
hair is really thin and stops growing. In one session
you don’t really see much progress, but she promised me that she could still remove 10 per cent of
my hair in that session, and that it would definitely
be worth it. I agreed, and I booked an appointment
for the next day.
A fifty-year-old woman is waiting for me when I
arrive. She accompanies me to a small room and
asks me to remove my clothes and lie on the stretcher. I place all my clothes in an empty chair and
I lie down and look around the room. The room is
painted purple and has several posters on its walls.
One has two butts: one fat and with cellulite, and
the other a bit slimmer and with less turbulence.
The pictures are captioned “before” and “after”, and
I wonder if it is actually the same butt or if they are
cheating me and they are butts from different people. I’m lying down naked, like a fool, doing a futile
exercise—trying to spot the differences between
two different butts. The other poster is a picture of
a woman smiling while eating a carrot and holding
an apple. I don’t really understand why it has been
placed in the hair removal room.
The woman asks me if I’m ready, and then gives me
a pair of glasses like the Terminator’s. She starts to
draw with a white eyeliner all over my body, making different figures and shapes. She goes around
my ankles, then draws a line from the bottom of

my leg to my knee, and another one parallel to that
on my inner leg. She then draws a circle around my
knee and continues up my thighs, dividing them
with lines in different sections. The feeling of the
eyeliner on my legs gives me goosebumps. It is a
nice sensation, a combination of pleasure and irritation.
She finishes drawing on me and proceeds to shave all of the eyeliner-limited areas. While she is
shaving, she starts explaining to me that when she
was younger she used to live like a hippy, and that
funnily enough she has now had this job removing
hair for 20 years already. She announces that she
will proceed to laser me, and as the laser on my skin
hurts a bit, I prefer to keep the conversation going
so I can focus on something other than my legs. We
continue to talk about her past—how she was living
in Ibiza with her husband, how they travelled from
one place to another before having to settle down
when they had a daughter. She finishes lasering my
legs, and starts to draw around my pubis with the
white pen. She asks me which shape I want. I feel
lost, so I ask what people normally do. She explains
to me that, normally, young people remove it all or
keep a small rectangle, and that older people keep
a bigger rectangle. I feel that since I’m doing this
experiment I should perform like the Young-Girl,
so I ask for the young-looking rectangle. Then she
confesses to me that she is deeply disappointed with
her daughter because she is not as free-minded as

she would like her to be. I listen to her, starting to
get a bit cold after being naked for so long, and
she explains me that her daughter is really afraid
to expose her body, to lie down naked. Suddenly
she stops lasering and looks directly at my upper lip
and tells me that, having my beautiful face, I should
remove my moustache or else I will look butch. I
answer that I’m just beautiful and butch. Please,
don’t make me feel like like a traitor, or as if my 100
bucks are going to the police. We start to discuss
how female bodies are constricted by stigmas that
come from all directions whether they have hair
or not. We discuss until we both agree that we are
beyond those stigmas (sure), and we continue the
conversation while she proceeds to laser me.
She keeps talking, now drawing on my armpits, and
I keep thinking that what she is really trained to do
is to talk and listen—to make me feel comfortable
so that I forget that I’m electrocuting my body of
my own free will. For the last few months I’ve been
working as a tutor in an art school. I didn’t realise until I started the job that it is actually about
listening. Every Monday I jump from one student
to the next, listening to their concerns, their preoccupations, their process, their research, their feelings, their broken relationships, their blankness,
their opinions, their recipes for lunch, their feelings
towards the city, news of those they miss, their families. Half an hour with one and then I’m jumping
to the next. The school structures itself so that it

becomes a factory, a place to work quickly within
tight schedules without being able to fully engage. But besides the rush of industry, the real labour
that occurs is located in listening, and listening is
an emotional and intellectual labour. Now that I’m
lying down and listening to the lady, I have the
same strange feeling. The jobs of aestheticians are
always related to superficial care—labor that involves femininity and intimacy. To keep the girls’ mouths shut, not talking in public, subdued in a closed
and intimate room. The other care workers that the
government provides us with are psychiatrists and
nurses, and pharmaceutics, which work as similes of
care workers but also as agents of the machinery of
surveillance. I am not trying to articulate one or the
other, but an idea of places where talking, caring is
neither something productive for biopolitical forces, nor constrained by patriarchal alienation. I am
talking about listening and talking for something
unproductive, something impossible to commodify.
It won’t help, it just keeps us talking—but we’re
talking together. Resisting the first two agents, I relate the last to my tutorial job and to the lady that
is removing my hair and continuing to talk to me.
Nobody is naked in my tutorials, but now I cannot
stop comparing the two situations. Besides the fact
that both involve listening, they are also both related
to struggles of growth. I constantly feel a demand
on the part of my students that tutorials should be
profitable, that they have to get something out of

them. Sometimes they even ask me if what they are
doing is good or bad—a question I always refuse to
answer. They need the feeling that something will
grow out of our meeting, that they are not wasting
their time. I resist that position, trying my best not
to fall into that productive process. And now I’m
removing stuff that has been growing on my body
to somehow get rid of it, to have a new, transformed
body. We are all caring, listening, struggling with
growth.
She finishes lasering everything, shakes my body
so the shaved hair falls off, and asks me to put my
clothes back on. For the next few weeks I have to
lather aloe vera all over my body while not touching
the hair, as it will slowly fall out (insane!). I don’t
have aloe vera so I buy a huge pot and add that to
the 100€ for the session. She informs me that one
session is not enough and that I will have to continue, that I should come back in two months, but
I won’t be in the city anymore and I don’t want to
take it too seriously either. It was just an expensive experiment, like buying drugs for a special weekend. So I tell her that I might call when I’m back
in the city, but now I have to leave.
A week after having the body lasered, it is possible
to see that parts of your body, your hairs, have died
and are starting to fall—an uncanny feeling. Once

the hairs are lasered, they shrink into black spots
that continue growing, but which, as their roots
have been attacked, the follicles weakened, will
eventually fall off. I’m never patient enough to let
them fall out by themselves, so I always pull them
out softly, and they fall smoothly, exposing their
burned roots. I contemplate the hair now out of my
body, on the palm of my hand. I think for a moment
about what I should do with it, but it is waste now
so I shake my hands, letting the dead hairs mingle
with the dust in the carpet. I have large amounts of
dead things in my carpet. The uncanny feeling persists as I acknowledge that I have accelerated the
death process of my own body. I have decided to
attack and kill parts of my own body and now they
are falling off, dead. As hair dwells between what is
visible and what is not visible (its roots), the shock
is prolonged during all its processes of growth, until
it’s possible to see it outside, dead.

Epimetheus
During the following months my hair starts to
grow like a tiger, growing only in lines and not elsewhere, recreating the pattern that the lady from
the cosmetic store had drawn on my body with her
white pen. I imagine that these lines are the places
that the laser couldn’t enter my skin and so couldn’t
have its impact on the follicles there. I’m enjoying
my new hair pattern. Inside the animal realm, now
I feel a little bit more interesting.
With my tiger-zebra-hairy legs I’m challenging
Prometheus, Epimetheus and the big boss Zeus.
Prometheus and Epimetheus were two Titan brothers, but they were quite different, as Prometheus
represented forethought and looked toward the future, while Epimetheus represented afterthought
and was stuck in the past. Zeus, who was banishing
all the Titans, gave to them the last task of going
to Earth and making its creatures, and also gave to
Epimetheus a bunch of different gifts to offer to
their creations.
Once on Earth, Prometheus started to mould the
first humans from the abundant river clay, and Epimetheus proceed to mould the rest of the animals.
He created eagles and gave to them the gift of the
sight; he created wolves and gave to them the gifts
of smell and of collectivity; to the gazelles he gave
speed; to the worms, the dimensions and capacity
for digging and hiding; snakes were given poisoned

tongues; lions, strength; bears, their thick coat of
fur; and turtles, their protective shell. He created
so many diverse, balanced animals, dividing all the
gifts that Zeus had given to him in perfect equilibrium among them. The gazelle would be able to
run in order not to be caught by the lion, though
some would not make it, and the lions would not
starve, and the snakes would catch rats and other
animals by their poison gifts, but the eagles would
still be able to see them from kilometers away
thanks to their perfect sight. Epimetheus did a
great job creating his interconnected creatures, but
the clever Prometheus was still moulding humankind, taking his time so that they might resemble
the gods. Once he had finished, Prometheus suddenly realized that his brother had already spent
all the gifts that Zeus had given him. He saw that
his human creatures were freezing because they
were naked (without any fur), their sight was not
so good, they weren’t fast enough to not be caught,
and they were not so strong. The so-called clever
brother had made humans pathetic. Realizing what
he had done, Prometheus decided to go to Olympus
to steal fire and give it to the poor creatures. Lighting a torch from the sun, he gave it to the humans
and said: “If you keep the flames alive, you shall live
good and happy lives.” The humans were so happy
with their gift. Now they wouldn’t have to shiver
with cold at night anymore. And with the fire they
could scare away any animals that tried to attack
them. They created tools, and with the tools they

built dwellings and crafted weapons with which
to subdue the other animals. With time they even
created lasers—which look like fire machines—so
that they could remove their hair and be cold at night once again, this time by choice, or could shape
their hair so that they might resemble the “wild”
creatures to which they no longer felt connected.
The interconnected world was not in equilibrium
anymore. Now there were others things to worry
about: circulation, distribution and new technologies for more circulation and more distribution.
After some months, maybe it has already been half
a year, the patterns are starting to disappear and
my beautiful tiger-zebra shapes have now collapsed into bigger patches of hair. I start to investigate
the kind of treatment I had received. Why had my
body reacted in the opposite way to what it was supposed to, by getting more hairy? It turns out that
the charming lady had actually used an IPL machine and not one specially designed for laser hair
removal. IPL (Intense Pulsed Light) treatments are
commonly used at beauty salons for photorejuvenation: to remove skin blemishes, sun damage, skin
pigmentation. The machine can also used for hair
removal but it’s not the best treatment for my skin
color and hair, and can actually provoke more hair
growth by stimulating the areas where it is applied.
I feel lost reading about the machines, and I get
scared that I might start to know too much about

all these beauty treatments that I don’t really care
about. My hair starts to grow quicker in all of the
places where she touched my body with the machine—so, everywhere, even in places where I didn’t
have any hair before. At the same time, I have some
hormonal disorder that is magnifying my hairy situation. My body starts to collapse, inside and outside.

Armpit
There’s no way to control my hormonal situation, as
I don’t want to take any medication. So, being unable to control my inside body, I decide that I will
take control of the outside and make use of my hair
removal knowledge to go for a full transformation.
I will do a full-on treatment and I will remove all
my hair. It will be my chance to become a chook—
plucked, like all of the 2.2 million chickens that are
eaten by Brits every day. I will be a beautiful featherless chicken: Eat me now!
I begin my treatment excitedly, thinking that
what I’m about to do will be something fun, with
the glasses, the electrocutions, the scheduling of
appointments, the talks with the ladies. After several sessions, I can start to see the difference: my hair
is thinning, and the shapes and designs that I asked
for are starting to be clearly defined. A perfect rectangle on my pubis, no patterns on my legs. All was
going well, except that I was starting to miss my
thick armpit hair.
Looking at people’s armpits became an obsession.
I wanted to see if they had hair or not, and how
thick it was; if it was a lot of hair spread all over the
armpits or if it was concentrated in the middle, making a beautiful line; if it was black, brown, blond;
and really curly, or just wavy, or straight and soft. I
was missing my armpit hair madly. I used to love

letting it grow really long and touching it under my
t-shirt. It was a habit that calmed me when I was
nervous. Instead of moving my legs I would slide
my hand under my collar, pass my fingers over my
nipple, sensing the volume of my little breasts, and
make the curve to the cavity of my armpit and into
my long, thick hair. I would twist it with my fingers,
like I was rolling tobacco. And I would calm down.
Sometimes I did this in public places, realizing that
people were wondering if I was actually touching
my breasts.
Missing my armpit hair, I decided to stop the hair
removal treatment under my arms, while continuing
on the other parts of my body. So at my next session
I tried to negotiate a discount. In the middle of the
session, when my armpits were about to be shaved
before being lasered, I yelled, “Wait!” I explained
my situation to the lady, that I was missing the hair
under my arms and that I was scared it might never
grow back if I continued lasering it. She said that
there was no problem, that I could have another
part of my body lasered instead, or I could just have
some money back. I jumped off the stretcher and I
went to ask to the receptionist if I could have a Plan
B or Plan C deal. The receptionist just said, “No”. I
went back to the cabin, got naked again and explained that the receptionist didn’t agree with a Plan B
or Plan C deal, “So, maybe let’s just not laser them,
and that’s it.” The woman said, “Yes, sure, as you
want.” But then I became weak, and I suggested

that, well, maybe we should do just one more session, and that would be it—one more session would
not permanently eliminate the hair—it would grow
again anyway, right? The lady did not answer. She
just started to shave.
This process occurred several times. I just gave up.
I don’t have hair anymore, only like four extremely
thin hairs that are spread about my armpit, dislocated. One up, another down, one in the middle.
I realized I didn’t know any longer who had taken
the decision to continue with the treatment. Why
be stubborn with yourself and against your decision
taking over other decisions? The obsession was also
transferred to the professional realm. I started to
realize that everybody had lots of hair in their armpits at all the performances I was going to. They
were dyeing them too, blond, blue, green—I once
dyed mine blue as well, I remember.
I started to be a bit worried about my future: maybe
I wouldn’t be able to become a cool performer now
that I had lasered my armpits. I started to picture
myself going to a rehearsal, stretching with other
girls in a big space with linoleum in the floor, and
a choreographer telling us, “Hey, so, I would like
you to have hair for the premiere, so just don’t shave, okay?”, and my face turning red, worrying that
if the choreographer discovers my secret she will
kick me out of the team. And then, at the end of

the rehearsal I go to change my clothes and shower
with the other beautiful girls, and in that vulnerable
and fragile moment I explain to them my situation.
They judge me silently at the beginning but then,
they end up saying to me that they guess it’s okay—
nothing to worry about.
I picture myself going to the studio for the next
rehearsal a bit before the rest and explaining my
hairy situation to the choreographer. She looks me
up and down, like it is the first time she has seen
me, twists her face, doubts, thinks that perhaps she
doesn’t know me as she thought she did, that maybe
there’s something else in me, but she still isn’t sure
either. She says that it’s okay, but then, she won’t
call me again, they will bully me, and I will never
have a cool performer job again.

Hair in the neck
During the treatment I also started to sprout coarse
hair in new places because the hormones were fighting back. Black hairs started to inhabit my chin
and my neck as they never had before. At the beginning I took it as a new adventure for my body. I
could have my entire body like a plucked chicken,
with no hair at all, and then have long thick hair on
my neck and my chin. I would develop a new tick:
constantly touching my chin while talking to people or thinking. I would twist that hair while watching movies and be really concentrated. And as
my body is quite similar to a boy’s body—I’m thin,
without many curves, no boobs— I would become
a little teenage-bearded chicken-boy.
At night, I go to some events. In the middle of horrible chit-chats people always love to ask, what are
you doing now. If you encounter a first-year PhD
person, it’s best to run away, or you will be stuck
in their conversation for hours—they are always in
need of being listened to. In the middle of short
conversations and beers, I gaze at a big, beautiful,
and stylishly dressed man who seems very bored
and is holding half of his bored body towards the
wall of the corridor. I slowly move towards him,
pushing softly against the people who are in the
way. After we introduce ourselves he asks me the
question, at which point I discard any possibilities,

and I start to feel down. I answer that I am writing about the hair on my neck. He immediately
smiles and says to me that it is a fabulous topic for
bending genders. I say: yes, that actually the plan
was to work in writing, diluting the subjects, becoming like hair, like protein, like DNA, compost,
to finally be disintegrated. He seems to take this
as a confirmation of his theory; I think he is no
longer listening. Then I explain to him the story of
my hormonal disorder and my treatments, and he
suggests that I should let it grow, again relating me
and my hair back to his theory that it will cause (it
here is my hair and me) more gender trouble.
The commodification of identity politics is so strong that
whatever you write, even when it’s explicitly opposed
to that politics, gets taken up by that machinery (Butler). Can bending genders be reduced to growing
hair? I don’t think so. The rectangular shape of my
pubic hair is both troubling and beautiful. The only
problem I have now is that when I do modelling
sessions people get too distracted by my now-visible inner lips, drawing them meticulously with such
mannered manners. Way too much distraction for
such a little money. Queerness is not only an opposition to binary sexuality and gender but, more interestingly, a material in constant movement. Hair
outside a body acts like a queer material. It no
longer understands genders. It doesn’t understand
subjects. It moves from being visible and precious
to invisible and waste. It is beauty and it is trash.

It slowly decomposes. It’s dead material that stays
alive through constant movement.
What the big man was trying to articulate belongs
to another world that sometimes gets confused.
It’s the externalization of style or attitude, postures that, like the trading languages, both started to
develop in the romantic and consumerist era. The
problems of buying stuff or taking on attitudes to
build oneself. But there’s something extremely fascist in the exhibition of one’s own extraversion. The
terms introversion and extraversion were popularized by Carl Gustav Jung. Jung defined introversion
as an “attitude-type characterised by orientation in
life through subjective psychic contents” and extraversion as “an attitude type characterised by concentration of interest on the external object”. I had
always sensed the smell of conservatism in the celebration of extraverted characters in pop culture, like
in the well-known TV series Girls. This might not
be the place to develop my opinion of Girls—and
I couldn’t watch more than the first two seasons—
but it’s a good example of how the externalization
and celebration of everything can hide an aspect of
conservatism. The celebration of feminine exuberance—if there’s such a thing—makes me wonder
if individual jubilees are not themselves machines of social control. The individual jubilees act as
threats to introverts, where they are in demand to
speak up, pointing their introverted behaviours as
suspicious. By speaking up they become abducted

to the high performativity of the extravert and are
easier to classify and be commodified. Deleting any
opposition, celebrating the naturalization of neutralization and becoming your own repressive body
by accepting even the commodification of your lifestyle.
Each time I looked at my neck, I would remember
why it all started and I would get anxious, smoke
more, and then go and find the tweezers and remove all the hairs I could find. It was not a representation of a chosen determination but a reminder of a
de-controlled body and mind. I found one note in
my kinda-journal, which I keep on Google Docs.
--My THROAT-My throat has become wild. Hair in the neck, i dye it
every two days but still, i have lots of hair, i smoked a lot
for the last 3 months and my throat is totally collapsed,
it hurts, i cannot even swallow my saliva. It is also true
I’ve never been aphonic in all my life but i don’t feel like
talking. It’s time of clothes smelling like fried food and
tobacco, rather than laundry, better start to transpire.
Speech and hair start to be related. Hair and speech.
More hair, less voice, more writing.
The relation between the interior healthiness of my
body—my throat—and it’s exterior dimension—

my neck—became evident. The hair was trespassing
both of them, growing from deep inside the skin to
the exterior, or, worse, as ingrown hairs, modifying
the voice, not letting me speak. There’s a mirror on
my desk and I type, stop, check, type, stop, remove,
type. A hair growing on my neck. Stop writing, removing. The hair on my neck has strange feelings
towards my speech, my talkativity, my silent typing
and removing. But it makes me write.

I’ve found one
Not going to the markets—I already explained my
feelings about places too full of cans, bottles, plastic—better to just walk.
When you don’t look for something, sometimes it
pops out in front of you before it would have if you
were still looking. Finally, I find a braid on the pavement. I pick it up and I can see that it’s made
of three kinds of hairs: one artificial, and two human. The artificial is purple and the human hairs
are brown. Two curly and thick, one softer. I put it
in my pocket and think about the fact that the braid
might have come from one head but contains hair
from another head. So one part of that braid comes
from one head—maybe far away from here—and
the other part of the hair comes from a head probably from the neighborhood. And the third part, it
comes from a factory. I fantasize with my multinational, international, half-human and half-synthetic hair, which I keep in my pocket. Two different
DNAs, and polyester. Protein and protein, protein
and petrol in my pocket.
The braid stays all day in my jacket and from time
to time I introduce my hand in my pocket and I
touch it. The first reaction is repulsion, then you get
used to it. I rub it with my fingers, feeling its textures without looking at it. I spend all day with my
braid in my pocket: taking the bus, walking around,

taking the metro, changing the neighborhood. All
day with my hand in my pocket, touching those
two heads and factories with my fingers, without
being noticed.
Why are we so disgusted when we see hair in the
street, in my pocket, in food? I guess because it’s a
body’s waste, it’s something that has been removed
at its root. It’s totally useless and cannot be commodified anymore—you cannot use special shampoos,
straighten it, remove it, harvest it, make it grow. It’s
out of visible circulation, and now that it is off the
body, it’s entering invisible circulation. It’s trash like
your rubbish, your plastic waste, the peels of the bananas you eat in the morning. It’s nothing anymore
and at the same time it’s totally related to a specific
person. It has an owner and it’s been inside that
owner, growing, carrying DNA, sweat. Since it fell
from a person, it hasn’t been cleaned, and maybe
it was not cleaned in the first place, being already
gross the moment it split from the body. Nobody
wants to know where our trash goes. Same with
hair. It’s people-trash, body’s waste. Dead stuff.
In the film The Man Who Wasn’t There, by the Cohen brothers, the main character, The Barber, has a
moment of enlightenment after cutting a kid’s hair,
and says with horror:

“The hair, it keeps growing, it’s part of us and we cut
it off and throw it away. I’m going to take this hair
and throw it in the dirt. I’m going to mingle it with
common house dirt”.
The barber suddenly finds his job to be sacrilegious
against something that is just an extension of the
body, as if cutting hair was an act of injury towards
a living thing that is now fighting back against his
profession, demanding to be allowed to keep on
growing, insisting on being there. For The Barber,
hair is not waste, and should not be mingled with
common house dirt.
Parents like to keep their babies’ milk teeth. This
nostalgic act underscores the importance of a specific event that has occurred in the past, that marked
a date. Afterwards, the kid continues growing, producing more teeth. Your parents keep your milky
teeth in a drawer, as a secret, as something to look
at to remember the past, but they will never show
it publicly. Something like writing a journal. Notebook journals are the waste of people’s thoughts.
Nobody wants to read them, but they keep growing.
Nobody wants to circulate them, but they also do
not throw them away. Nobody wants to touch journals, they are mad things. Written language that is
waste and has to remain out of visible circulation
nonetheless keeps moving, growing.

Hair has different faces and stages. It can be straight, curly, fake, mixed with factory hair, extended
with other human hair, removed, harvested and
sold, dyed; it’s just protein but it always carries
the same DNA. It can be an external mechanism
to perform others, to get diluted, to become waste. The same happens in a process of writing. By
using the first person (the dangerous I) and writing
a journal, one thinks that the subject has to be fixed,
but actually there’s no fixed point of self but it exists
& by writing you can somehow chart that movement
(Chris Kraus). Hair performs transmutation until
it becomes waste when it gets detached from one’s
body, and the walker encounters it in the street,
on her plate. It is when it’s outside and it’s waste
that it becomes a queer stranger, an uncanny thing
that cannot be traced back to a particular body, to
a particular person. The encounter of the stranger
without a body is unpleasant because it’s part of
you, it is interconnected to you—you have exactly
the same composition and material, and almost the
same DNA—but you cannot relate it to an specific body: it’s too queer. We are dealing with waste
and things that are in constant movement, growing.
They can disappear or be fixed in the moment the
other is present and relates to them, as, in writing
these notes, I’m aware I’m writing to someone, and
as my students explain to me their thoughts, or the
esthetician talks to me. Here I’m writing, and once
it is printed it becomes like the hair found on the
street, outside the body—material waste returning

to life now that it’s outside. The hair in the street is
waiting for its encounter, the text is waiting for its
dear reader.

Two
The Girl keeps typing on her mobile phone,

finishing the text while she walks. She is entering
a market but it seems that the amount of people

and things around her don’t disturb the operation

of her fingers and her device. While she walks, she
dodges the objects that are around her, because

now, people and things are the same for her body
radar. She finishes writing ”my dear reader” and
turns off the phone, placing it in her pocket.

Suddenly she stops in front of a hair store and
enters.

The store has red walls and lots of mirrors, prolonging the little place in several compartments cut

by red edges. The redness and the reflections give

her a psychedelic feeling and she feels dazed. She
slows down her movements.

No, the store is all packed with little plastic bags

filled with different kinds of hair. The red of the

walls is imperceptible due to the amount of hair,

and there’s only one big mirror behind the counter
that reflects the customers.

Two sellers look at her suspiciously, not unders-

tanding why is she standing there for so long. She
continues feeling dazed by the amount of plastic

and gazes, and moves her head slowly, making her
hair fly around her face.

One seller catches her attention by raising an arm
and yelling:

“Here.”
She goes to the counter.
“Hair.”

“What kind?”
“Don’t know”

“Thick, light?”

“Thick.”

“Colour.”

“Brownish-black.”
“Aha. Straight?”
“Slightly wavy.”

“Clip-in, tape-in, pre-bonded?
“Pin in a net.”

“Inches?”
“Ten.”

The seller goes to find the hair and the Girl stays
looking at the plastic bags around her. They are

hanging by metal hooks and they all have different
sizes that conform to the length of the hair that
is packed inside. The bags are all transparent so

the clients can see the colors from afar and point

them out to the sellers if they want to buy without
uttering a word.

The seller comes back and takes her away from her
thoughts, placing on the counter different bags

with hair inside. They are all 10 inches, brown and
a bit wavy. It’s impossible to see the difference at
first glance.

The seller teases the girl about whether or not she
even knows what she is asking for, and if she will

pick the best one. After a few minutes of the Girl
just standing there, looking at the bags without

asking anything or choosing one, the seller wonders about what kind of person she is, and partly
curious, partly losing patience, says:
“No more hair eh.”

“No, just like a plucked chicken.”

“Yes.”

“Seh,” the Girl sighs.
“Good quality.”

“Price?”

“By inches, like gold!” the seller yells.
“The difference?”

“Depends…,” the seller flirts.

“Depends on what?” the Girl interrupts.

“On the stories,” the seller says pronoun-

cing the words letter by letter.

“What stories?” the Girl replies, imitating

the salesman’s pronunciation.
lain.”

“Come to the back of the store, I will exp-

New currency
The seller moves from behind the counter to the
main store. The central lights of the store let the

Girl glimpse the face of the seller. The seller is quite short, wears pink military clothes and is totally

shaved. The eyebrows are shaved into sections, too.
“My name is Harvest.”

“Okay,” they shake hands.
“So, what stories?”

“Well, you want hair right?

“Yes.”

“Because you don’t have it anymore, right?”

replies.

much.

“Told you, I’m a plucked chicken,” the Girl
“But now you want it.”

“Yeeees,” she prolongs the “e” way too
“And it’s not growing anymore, right?”

“Stop it, you know it,” the Girl is starting

to get nervous.

“I know it, I’m trying to figure out if you

know it too.”

“Who has it?”

“Some.”
“Still?”

“Harvest workers.”

“Where?”

“Everywhere,” Harvest makes some move-

ments, jumping around the place, pointing all over
the room.

“And they wait till it grows?”

“Yes, although there are other ways to help

that too.”

“Aha,” the Girl doubts.

“Aha?”

The Girl is starting to get irritated by the tone, and
answers twisting her face:

“It might be boring to wait so long for the

hair to grow.”

“That’s the difference.”

“Of the hairs? The waiting time?” the Girl

says pointing to the bags.
“Sure.”

“How come?”

“The better the stories, the better the hair.”
“How would you know that?”

“I’m telling you.”

“How does it work?” the Girl is back to

curiosity now that it seems like Harvest is finally
going to say something new.

“Well the more stories that get told

around it, the more memories the hair has.”

“Who knows about this?” the Girl mocks.
“It’s just called market.”

And Harvest adds:

“Actually we have a deal, the more time

the person wastes, the more it costs!”
“Who invented this?”

“Well, everybody had stupidly removed

their hair or the panic had caused massive hair

loss, right? So it became a basic need, a desire to

be filled. Hair is the new fucked up lacanian objet
petit a, now reachable, displayed in shops. People

can get it, and once they get it, it is actually dead.
It’s quite terrific.”

“Objet petit a, aha” the Girl takes her mo-

bile phone from her pocket and writes this down.
Then, the Girl continues:

“It’s dead, but it’s still alive too, I mean, it

doesn’t disintegrate so easily.”

“It eventually decays and decomposes sin-

ce it’s just protein, but it’s related to death because

it belongs to a body that is not there anymore. The
body it comes from could have already decayed.”
“So in the end, it just disappears.”

“Yes, like any desire that is already achie-

ved,” Harvest feels satisfied.
“It’s quite ghostly.”

“Dead objects to sell. Dead stuff that

should remain in the inanimate world, but that

strangely becomes animated by entering again into
circulation.”

“Aha,” She pulls out her mobile phone,

writes this down and continues:

“It might also be an advantage to not

know from which body it comes from, so people

can speculate. Speculate in their poorness, I guess.”
“It is always the first thought of the clients

and I let them fantasize about it, but it’s actually
not true.”
right?”

“Yeah, but somebody is exploited here,
“The mechanisms of exploitation define

the social structure of each period,” Harvest says.

The Girl pulls off her mobile phone again and
writes, focused.

Harvest continues:

“And that’s why it’s better to sell your

waste, your mucus, your poo, your hair; and define
a new period.”

“This is the period of the waste!” the Girl

laughs and abruptly stops as all of a sudden it
doesn’t sound funny anymore.

“Yes, and working is a waste of time, so it

makes total sense”, Harvest proudly says.

“So, do you think you are overcoming the

economic framework?”

“ Well, you can say that it’s a way to

abandon the economic framework of income in

exchange for work. Because there’s no work. Just
waiting, waste.”

“But at the same time, you are working

everywhere, since you are always with your hair.
You are actually working at home, in the street,
while sleeping. All the time.”

“Yes, but you would do that anyway.”
“Right”, she admits.

The Girl stays quiet, thinking, looking at the bags,
looking at Harvest.

“But, at the same time, you become the

object. And not only do you get dissolved into the

object, but the object can start to act as you once it
is out,” the Girl says.

“Well it works as a paradox, in some sense

you become the consumer object, and at the same

time you don’t get alienated by the object that your
labor produces.”

“How can you get rid of that?” the Girl

prepares her mobile phone and looks at Harvest.

“Well because you are just playing with the

leftovers, the waste.”

The Girl turns off the phone without writing

anything and looks at Harvest. Then, the Girl says:
“But then, you cut it, and you don’t have it

anymore, and you have to wait again, so it grows,
and waiting is not that fun.”

“Well, waiting can be fun, it just depends

on what you do in the meantime.”

“Okay, maybe you are having fun waiting,

but meanwhile it hasn’t grown yet, you are already

desiring it, so the more of it you produce, the more

of it you cut, the more you miss it, the more you
desire it.”

“But you are going in another direction, I

think what makes it different is that we collect the
hair at different times, and meanwhile we make a

living and we share our time waiting all together.”
“But you still treat labor time as a value

generator,” replies the Girl.
“Not really.”

“But before, you said that ‘the more time

the person wastes, the more it costs’.”

“Well, the value then is more like DNA,

you can read it and re-read it in different ways.”
The Girl pulls out her phone and starts to type.

“What are you typing all the time?” Har-

vest says.

“Notes.”

“You are a fast typer, it’s a shame you don’t

have hair anymore.”
“Why?”

“Because you could be a good harvester.”
“How is that related?”

“To be a good harvester, you have to be a

good typer. You have a lot of time to type notes.”

The Girl twists her face, not understanding the

relation between harvesting and typing, and continues:

“So what’s your function in all of this?”
“I collect people who are interested in

harvesting and I provide them with a living.”
girl.

“Are you are the parasite, then?” says the
“No, we all are. My work is just a way to

push all of this until it finally gets decontrolled”.
“All parasites,” the Girl sighs.

Harvest looks at the Girl, surprised, without saying anything else.

“How much is it, in the end?”, The Girl

finishes the conversation.

“For you, 34 pounds,” Harvest smiles.

“Wait, Can I also buy another. Blonde?”

“Sure.”

“I think blonde might be okay.”

“Anything is okay in hair styles.”

“Let’s say one blonde, and one brownish?”
“Okay, I’ll go find them.”

Harvest turns around and looks to the bags that

are hanging on the wall. Harvest turns to the Girl,
looking at her face, and turns again to the bags
before picking one up.

“How much is it then?
“Let’s say 50 pounds.”

“Here.”

The Girl introduces her hands into her pocket and
pulls out all the coins she has in there. Harvest

counts them but they are not enough. She makes a
quick gesture with her arm, catching all the coins
as if her arm was a shovel and introduces them

back into her pocket. Then, she takes a card from
her pocket, and with a beautiful movement, ma-

king her wrist do a circular dance, with her thumb
and her index finger holding the card, she pays.

The Girl leaves the store and starts to walk down

the street, getting herself lost in the crowd. Everybody seems to walk without clear direction and

it’s getting harder to distinguish her. It’s afternoon
and instead of going home, people have decided

to hover around. The Girl has a constant rhythm

while walking, following the path of the rest as

they walk around, incrementing an echo with her
shoes. It would be easy to lose her.

Without stopping, she pulls the blonde hair she

bought in the shop out of its bag, removes the

black hair she is wearing, puts it in her pocket, and
walks towards a crowded square.
She keeps thinking:
“How come hair can become currency if it

grows so slowly?”

Now in the square it is only possible to see different heads with hair: blond, brown, black, red,
white, blond, black, orange, brown, blonde.

Wait, it’s impossible to recognize her anymore.
We’ve lost her. We’ve actually lost her.
We cannot see her anymore.

Let’s just go back to the store to see if she returns.

The Harvesters
The hair shop is empty now, but between the plas-

tic bags, there is an open door. Following the door,
there are some stairs that go down to a backyard.
The barbecue is on, but there’s no food on it, just
smoke that makes it difficult to see who is there.

Approaching the end of the backyard, it’s possible

to see the silhouette of around fifteen figures lying
down on stretchers. They are holding notebooks,
mobile phones and pens, talking from time to
time.

Some are shaved, one has really long hair, and the
rest have different lengths.

After being in that position for a while, one makes
a strange movement, a sign, looking at the rest.

Some stand up smiling. They walk across the backyard and go inside the building where the shop is.
They climb the stairs giggling until they arrive on
the top floor and they close themselves inside the
bathroom.

There are about six of them, playing around, trying
to stand on the toilet, getting inside the bathtub,

opening the water tap, letting the water run. They
act like little animals locked in a cage.

Suddenly they all calm down when one of them
shows off a cardboard tablet that was hidden in
a drawer. The cardboard is split into different

sections, all of which are inscribed with the letter

T. They each grab a piece of the tablet and lick it.
After licking, they start to share the pieces with

one another, using their tongues to help introduce

the pieces into each other’s mouths. Another holds

up a tube of gel, and starts to put gel on the others’
bodies. After several minutes playing with the tablet pieces and the gel, they calm down and leave
the bathroom, going back to the backyard.

The T pieces and the gel are testosterone concentrates that make the hair grow faster.

The problem of consuming testosterone in large

quantities is that it can also affect the sexual appetite, increasing it.

Their physical condition: having healthy, long hair;
and their hormonal and chemical modifications,

have made harvesters desirable, a common fantasy.
They embody a new social strata that people can
only reach by buying part of their bodies, their

hair. The new object, now circulating in the eco-

nomic field, has become the projection of people’s

desires, to masquerade, to play with their physicality, and to interchange DNA. It works both as a

camouflage and a trans-object. This new product
has also resulted in a new labor.

Placed between elite and regular workers, the harvesters gathered, creating a new economic system
to survive. As there are only a few who can work

in the hair harvesting business, they monopolized
the hair market and created their own rules.

One of the first items on their economic agendas
had been to suppress the relation between their
sales and their salaries, and thus they abolished
wages. This had been possible because of a lack

of competition in the global market, so they had
absolute control over the spot price.

Nevertheless they are constantly threatened by the
possible emergence of competition.

They had created a shared banking system, where they put all the money, and split it equally

amongst themselves. In this system, it would not
matter if someone’s hair grew slow or fast. They
are not in competition with one another.

The back of their pamphlet clearly says: “This is

just waste. Don’t waste your time talking about the
waste.”

The harvesters believe that they are going rural.
They are the land.

They take turns cutting their hair. Depending on

the lengths, they decide the measurement of what
they will put out on the market.

Once they cut it, they process the hair by dying it

anew color; straightening, making it curly, or wavy;
crispy or smooth.

It is impossible to define its gender, and once it’s
outside, it cannot be placed anywhere, it’s just
mixed DNA from external labor.

The new system they had created also generated a

problem: they had produced a desirable object, and
they had also become one. Their living currency

status had become a threat: they were too fuckable.
After years of working to create an external object,
materializing it in both their labour and part of

their soul, they could not understand how it was

possible to still be trapped by becoming pleasure
objects themselves.

They want to fight back against this issue by
re-grouping and writing.

They had noticed a lack of listening places. They

had experienced how scholars, workers, and others,
desperately try to find listeners anywhere.

They had noticed how care workers, psicolegs and

pharmacies could not handle the queues anymore,
as people will massively assemble in their buil-

dings for their listening skills.
To fight against the idea of only having and selling
their materialized bodies, they write. With their
writing, they are re-drawing their bodies. They

write and re-write to draw new ones each time.
They never stop. Then, they explain the stories.

While harvesting takes time, they fill it with activities without work, such as listening, writing and
talking sessions.

Gath-writing
It’s getting dark, and more and more people are

gathering in the backyard. Some lie down in the
stretchers, others find places to sit in the grass.

The cats from the neighborhood are coming to

the gathering too. The yard is full of opened eyes,
adapting to the darkness. A few lights start to

emerge, cold ones from mobile phones and other
devices; hot ones from lighting cigarettes.

They announce the start of the writing session; la-

ter, they will read them out loud and explain them.
Through their writing, they are processing their
thoughts as a way to survive. In their process of
thinking collectively by writing, they are able

to signify, bringing those words into orality and

storytelling. They write, explain, and rewrite the
same thing, now different.

When they finish, they all leave the hair shop and
disperse.

They all are turning on or grabbing their tech or

analog devices to start the session. Someone turns

on the radio, and synthesized beeps start to sound.
The music works as muzak for them, to concen-

trate, to have a background in the openness of the
backyard.

They write, they say:

Three
The red extensions you’ve decided to wear today
look good with your old leather jacket
they make you look more informal.
But not informal like eating sandwiches in Pret a
Manger
just good like rice and broccoli.
Lying in bed, it is asked
“Why is it so different what you think you are
and what you really are.”
Wastefully floating around
floating the subject
with those manly manners.

The body slides down in bed
trying to find the last spot of sun
of the afternoon.
You joke that my forest is full of trash
but it’s not possible to look at the trees or trash
anymore
but to look at you playing with that image.
In the streets it’s written everywhere that
body odor is caused by bacteria.
It’s hailing
outside
it is possible to know it
as it is possible
to hear the drops/sounds from inside.

You’ve forgotten to wear Sure today
So i am not sure where to place you
Like if you were something to be placed out there
or inside some little pocket or drawer.
From outside to inside
a catalogue is given with different prices
Peruvian, Jamaican, Mongolian, Caucasian
nationalities become materials
exotic promises
for the black gold
worshippers give them for free
for the black gold
marketed to retailers in Europe, in the States
turning the black gold into blonde material
divorced form the head of the woman,
from its place of origin
for the black gold.

And how good now they look with your leather
jacket
and I’m enjoying my sandwich with avocado
thinking that if I shave myself
then we will stop looking so similar
it’s terrifying to be connected even at that level
and with the rest I will become a peddler
shaking my head in the wind
carrying the rest in my hand
yielding for a global grooming.

There is…
It is...

Muzak in the background
Techno ocean and cheesy harps.
Beep-beep in the foreground
irregular, tech.
When the lady presses the beep button
Manually
It beeps perfectly along with the techno ocean.
She says they take turns in the breaks
to laser each other
beep-beep sounds in the foreground
ocean and harps in the background
really synchronized.

There is…
It is…

When moving to a new country where you don’t
speak the language
you can only do stuff without talking
just yes, sure, how much, here it is.

There is
It is…

Going to new houses every week
to pose for a group of middle aged bohemians
they always have coffee, cookies and tea
ready for me
we will chat a bit,
ah, no, nobody understands the language
and nobody is making an effort
when removing the clothes for the pose
one lady says: oh, it’s not necessary
a man says: ah yeah?
Just remove them all
someone plays music
now it’s not beep-beep
either synthesized oceans and harps
they say they’ve found a flamenco disc that will
improve the situation
It always gets really cold after half an hour
nobody talks

maybe it’s a good time to write internal notes
but thinking becomes loops
not pointing to anything specifically
they dance the flamenco
look up at the body, and down to the paper
everything smells like wet dogs
dirty hair smells like wine
Now they place a heater in the room
(remember that it is hailing outside)
It is said that we could have a skilled conversation
maybe talking about art history, or something
but knowledge is unlikely
when you are supposed to be deskilled.
so, beep-beep, ocean and harps
the leather jacket is now hanging on the chair.

There is…
It is…

A chicken bone under the seat
where you are supposed to place your feet
It’s not well eaten, probably sticky
Better to lift the legs while sitting
nobody wants to be injured in public transport.

There is..
It is..

There is a nice thing between us
There is a nice thing between us
There is a nice thing between us
There is a nice thing between us.

